Summer Intensive Program in GREEK

Why Utah State University?

USU’s Summer Greek program provides a complete introduction to the Ancient Greek language in seven weeks. We will learn Greek morphology and syntax through an updated version of Gareth Morgan’s Lexis method, which allows students to read continuous prose narrative relatively quickly. The Lexis approach focuses on targeted reading passages from Herodotus, Lysias, and Plato. It allows us to tackle a wide range of texts from archaic poetry to the Koine of the New Testament. Successful students will be prepared to continue reading Greek at the intermediate level or on their own at the conclusion of the program.

DETAILS AND INFO

Complete a full year of introductory Greek (GRK 1010 /GRK 1020) in one summer

7 weeks -- 10 credits -- 1 incredible course

Dates: June 21-Aug 12, 2021

Course time:

Monday-Friday, 9 am - 3 pm

TUITION (USU 10 credits)

OR

NON-CREDIT (15 CEU)

OPTION: $1970.00

TEXTBOOK COST: $100

For more info:

Contact Dr. Charles Oughton at oughton_charles@byu.edu

@usuhistory
@UtahStateHistoryDepartment
History.usu.edu